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en May 12th, where it remained in quarters for two months,
when the return journey to the coast was commenced. The
creport, which is of a medico-topographical nature, contains
ia number of facts and a variety of information personally
- observed and recorded at the time in a country about
vhich very little information of a medical and scientific
’character has been published. There are no physicians
- or surgeons amongst the Moors ; the part of the former
’is taken by the saints and witches, and that of the latter
fby the barbers. There are no end of diseases among
’the population, whose medical and social customs are

primitive and barbarous to a degree, and strongly influenced
(by an admixture of Moslem fanaticism and superstition.
The report is carefully drawn up and of an exhaustive
,1kind, considering the limited time at the writer’s disposal,
but it does not readily lend itself to quotation and review. It
’is well worth reading and will no doubt be referred to here-
after when information is required about Morocco. Surgeon-
"Captain Morgan contributes a paper on the Prevalent Fevers
- of Alexandria, illustrated by a plan and six charts. This is
followed by some notes and observations on Enteric Fever
cleaned from experience in Mhow, Central India, by Surgeon-
Major C. G D Mosse; and the Assistant Professor of Military
’Surgery at Netley, Surgeon-Captain H. R. Whitehead,
T.R.C.S., contributes an excellent clinical lecture on the
Influence of Myopia on Military Service, the tenour of
which is to show that uncorrected myopia of even a com-
paratively slight degree is very undesirable from a military
fpoint of view, and this leads up to the consideration whether
’it is advisable to allow the soldier to use correcting lenses for
,this defect so as to be brought to a condition of emmetropia.
In many of the Continental armies the use of spectacles is
mo bar to military service; but there are, nevertheless, several
- decided disadvantages in military life attending their use, and
’especially in our own army. Surgeon-Captain Whitehead dis-
’cusses these, but points out at the same time that, in order
to get the full value of a powerful weapon with a very long
Tange like the Lee-Metford rifle which the State places in the
cnands of its soldiers, they must be practically emmetropic or
possess only such an error of refraction as may be corrected
by lenses of the weaker powers. The amount of myopia we
should admit into the army still needs consideration.

THE SANITARY INSTITUTE.

DURING the course of lectures recently delivered at the
’’Sanitary Institute on the Sanitation of Industries and

’Occupations two of more than ordinary interest were given :
one by Professor Thomas Oliver on " Metallic Poisons-Lead
.and Arsenic-as met with in our Industries " and the second
’on Textile Manufactures-Silk, Cotton, Woollen, and Linen
Industries " by Dr. J. T. Arlidge. As regards the occupation
,of mining itself Dr. Oliver is of opinion that the work
- exposes those engaged in it but slightly to the risk of lead
"poisoning. On the other hand, the lecturer pointed out that
lead miners tend to hold aloof from the rest of the world
.and usually live in villages inhabited almost wholly by
f-people engaged in the same occupation as themselves. Close
:lntermarnage has resulted, with enfeebled offspring as a
- consequence. Poor frames, coupled with work in badly
’ventilated mines, in which the carbonic acid often ex-

-ceeds 2 per cent., and housing in miserably over-

crowded rooms, render lead miners peculiarly susceptible
to phthisis and pulmonary disease. The danger in smelting
lead would now appear to be reduced to nil owing to the use
<of the hood, by means of which the fumes are all carried up
’the chimney. The lead which thus escapes up the chimney
us deposited on the surrounding vegetation, and frequently
becomes a source of poisoning to dogs, horses, and cattle.
The manufacture of red lead is also, upon the whole, a com-
fparatively harmless process ; but during the packing of the
’-red lead and the raking out of flues and furnaces a quantity of
-dust is blown about and may cause saturnine poisoning in
’the workers. It is in the making of white lead that the
,gravest dangers occur to the operatives. The stripping of the
" white bed " and the drawing or clearing of stoves is mainly
performed by girls, and the work sometimes tells upon them
with terrible severity. Dr. Oliver is of opinion that not only
.:1re women more susceptible to lead poisoning, but they are
susceptible sooner to it than men. As preventives the
(lecturer recommended the wearing of overalls and respirators,

careful cleansing of the hands and teeth before eating, only
one day’s work a week in the stoves, but especially and above
all else, taking the precaution of having a good meal before
commencing work. Dr. Oliver has satisfied himself by
experiments that during active digestion only a very small
quantity of lead is capable of undergoing absorption, and
this has been confirmed by observation upon the workpeople.
The lecturer bore testimony to the care with which all these
precautions are insisted upon by many factory owners, and
as a result the comparative freedom from lead-poisoning
amongst the operatives. As so much had been written con-
cerning the horrors of arsenical poisoning in factories where
the manufacture of emerald green pigment is carried on,
Dr Oliver visited some of them ; but he was unable to
confirm these gruesome tales, and found the men, on the
whole, healthy.
During the course of his lecture Dr. Arlidge pointed

out that the textile industries in this country gave
employment to many more women than men, the former
exceeding the latter by 230,000. He also dwelt upon
the paucity of medical literature bearing upon the
mortality and diseases of textile operatives, and urged the
necessity for more careful investigations being carried out
by medical men on both these points. As adverse conditions
acting upon the workers, Dr. Arlidge indicated the noise and
roar of machinery, the monotony of the occupation, the
strain upon the senses and attention, the working in bent and
cramped positions, and the accidents to life and limb neces-
sarily associated with the handling of complicated machinery,
and, but too often, due to the carelessness of the operatives.
The lecturer then passed in review the various processes to
which the several stuffs are subjected during manufacture,
pointing out that while dust was a potent cause of disease in
all of them in cotton spinning there were in addition the
high and moist temperature to which the operatives were
subjected, the unhealthy atmosphere of the gasing rooms,
and the sizing with china clay and other mineral salts; in
linen manufacture the use of the oil for lubricating machines,
which was probably the cause of "flax fever "; and in the
woollen manufacture the additional danger of contagions
disease in the sorting of rags for the manufacture of shoddy,
and the possible occurrence of anthrax from handling of
foreign wools. Dr. Arlidge concluded by expressing the
hope that, as most of these insanitary conditions are of a
remediable nature, the progress of knowledge amongst
factory owners, engineers, and artisans would, in the near
future, either completely remove them or reduce them to a
minimum.

THE RECENT EPIDEMIC AT WORTHING.

AT a meeting of the Worthing Town Council on Tuesday
last the standing orders were suspended to allow of a vote
of thanks being passed to the Editors of THE LANCET for
forwarding to each member of the council a report of the
Special Commissioners who investigated for THE LANCET
the recent Hermite experiments in ,the treatment of sewage
with electrolysed sea water at that town. The total cost
to the borough of M. Hermite’s experiments is returned as
168 16s. It will be remembered that a sum not exceeding
200 was voted by the corporation to M. Hermite towards
the expenses of the tests. At the same meeting a letter
was read from the Local Government Board with regard to
the application of the council for leave to borrow a sum of
nearly .610,000 wherewith to pay the extraordinary expenses
of the typhoid fever epidemic of last year. The board
expressed an opinion that, having regard to the very unusual
circumstances of the case, they were prepared to accept as
proper objects for the expenditure of borrowed money the
greater part of the works to which the application " related.
Taking this exceptional course, sanction was given to a loan
of .E8270, repayable in five years, thus spreading the burden
of the expenditure over that term. The board, however,
struck out three items which they did not "consider they
could properly sanction "-447 17s. 7d for disinfectants,
.f:139 12s 6d. for notification fees, and :E846 for extra labour
in flashing sewers and water mains-a total of &pound; 1433 10s. ld.
This loan will mean a rate of 5d. or 5td. in the pound per
annum during the next five years.
The question of publishing in full, with diagrammatical

illustrations, the report of the medical officer of health (Dr.
C. Kelly) on the recent enteric fever epidemic in the
town was also discussed at the same meeting of the
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town council. The sanitary committee recommended that
the report be issued at a cost not to exceed ;(55. It was

urged that the epidemic was in many ways a "record 
" 
one-

in the number of cases, in the efforts made by the authorities,
in the steps taken by the medical profession, in the nursing
of the patients, and in the outside sympathy that had been
manifested. One councillor said that he learned that many
points about the disease had been cleared up, and consider-
able advance had been made in the knowledge of the best
method of treating epidemics of the kind. Having it in
their power to say whether or not this knowledge was
to be distributed, it was their duty to decide in the
affirmative. An objection was raised that it was "not for
the council to benefit science." Ultimately an amendment
that the matter be further deferred was lost by 9 votes to 7,
and the report will be issued in due course. It was reported
that during the past month the death-rate has been equal to
one of 9 per 1000 per annum. There had been no deaths
from infectious disease, and but three notifications-none
of which were enteric fever. The tanks used as a temporary
means of supplying drinking water last summer, which stood
in the streets of the town, were sold by auction on Tuesday
last. 

_____________

THE ROYAL MILITARY TOURNAMENT.

THE annual military exhibition continues this year, as on
former occasions, to attract vast crowds of interested

spectators to the Agricultural Hall, Islington. The pro-
gramme, so admirably carried out by officers and men who
take part in the display, is designed to illustrate the effects
of military training in developing physique and encouraging
an easy and graceful bearing. The skill of the trained swords.
man, the steadiness of hand and eye of the horseman, and
the expertness of the engineer are exhibitions that com-
mand the continued admiration of the British public. The

organisers, under the commandant, Colonel Onslow, and the
secretary, Colonel Tully, have this year, as in previous years,
been the recipients of well-merited congratulations.
Where, however, so great a concourse of spectators are

gathered together it is necessary that the public should have
some sense of security and some guarantee that the health
conditions of their surroundings are not likely to cause harm
or engender disease. Moreover, as it appears that between
400 and 500 troops have to find in this vast hall what is
practically their home for a fortnight, we have during the
past few years devoted some attention to the arrangements
which have been made by the executive to meet their con-
veniences and requirements. In addition to the enormous

shifting population and the number of troops from every
branch of Her Majesty’s Home service occupying the room,
it has to be remembered that accommodation has to be found
for over 100 horses and mules; the need of careful
hygienic arrangements is thus further evident.
Perhaps the best evidence of the necessity of considering

these things was obtained three years ago, and must still be
fresh in the minds of the executive. So badly in many ways,
as THE LANCET then pointed out, were the troops disposed,
so laxly were the health arrangements supervised, that no
one engaged in sanitary science was surprised to learn of the
subsequent outbreak of typhoid fever among the troops who
had taken part in the display. We are glad to note that the
expenditure of q4000 or 95000 was not allowed to stand in
the way of improvements thus demonstrated to be so urgent,
and that vast alterations in the sanitary arrangements were
speedily begun. New latrines and better lavatory accommo-
dation were instituted, with immense advantage, even if
all the more modern appliances have not yet been requisi-
tioned in the work of renovation. The medical officer of
health for Islington has this year, we are informed, inspected
these arrangements, and, after devoting his attention to the
nature of the water-supply, has been able to pronounce the
hall to be in a satisfactory sanitary condition.
The health and spirits of the men engaged in the work of

entertaining such crowds as visit this ball during the Tourna-
ment will respond to the influence of these improvements
upon them. The flushing arrangements were tested, and
responded admirably, but a personal inspection of the public
latrines indicated that some care should be taken that the
attendants do not allow any accumulations to take place. A
still further improvement is worth noticing. Year after year
we have called attention to the fact that tents had been

erected inside the building, and that soldiers slept in them.
This year a noticeable improvement has taken place in this
respect. Tents have been abolished, and have given place to.
large rooms some ten feet in height for each section, arranged
so as to afford some privacy to the occupants, and open at.
the top to afford the freest ventilation. It is indeed an,

arrangement almost ideal under the circumstances, upon the
adoption of which we are glad to congratulate the authorities.
Towards the end of a crowded performance on looking through)
these rooms the ventilation seemed good, and in no sense could’
the building be described as stuffy, and the medical officer in..
charge stated that even on his midnight visit he had still no.
fault to find with the state of the atmosphere. This improve-
ment is probably largely due to the introduction of the,
electric light this year. The illumination of dangerous-
corners is much better than has ever been the case in former’
years, and is under the supervision of Lieutenant Johnston,
of the Submarine Miners, who is virtually acting as the-
electrician of the tournament. We noticed also some’

small Blackman’s fans whirling in different portions of
the building, but so few that they could scarcely affect the-
purity of the atmosphere. Last year we recommended to-
the attention of the executive some such plan as this on a.
large scale, so arranged as to communicate with the outer-
air and not merely to drive currents of air from one enclosed;
part of the building to another equally unhealthy.
The men express themselves as being satisfied with the-

rations supplied to them, both as regards quality and,
abundance.
The principal medical officer in charge of the Tournament

is Surgeon-Captain Tyrrell, assisted by Surgeon-Captain Cree.
Both have manifested the greatest interest in all problems; 
of sanitation. It is due to the energy of Surgeon-Captain.
Tyrrell that such good results have been accomplished. The-
Tournament organisers have spared this year no expense to.
make the comfort and health of the men as perfect as
possible, and the recommendations of the medical officer in,
charge have at once been carried out. The relations of
the medical officers with Colonel Onslow, the commandant,
are those of complete confidence, and it is only under such,
conditions that sanitary success in dealing with large masses’
of living creatures is possible.
One point of danger mentioned last year still exists un-

remedied. Surely it will not require a serious catastrophe-
to bring the condition of the entrance for the spectators from
Upper-street, Islington, to the notice of the executive. It is
at the east end of the building, the point where the com-
petitors assemble before entering the arena. The entrance is
too narrow and is often blocked by people, who crowd around
the horses’ heels. Easy means of avoiding this tendency to,
accident will readily suggest themselves.

It is rare that any serious accident happens in connexion
with the Royal Military Tournament. The hospital has this.
year been erected outside the walls, on a separate site, thus-
securing the most favourable conditions of light, air space,
and quietude. It is in direct communication with the hall
by a covered corridor, through which, in the case of severe-
accident, the injured can be easily conveyed The hospital’
is fitted with two beds, a medicine pannier, a material pannier,
and a field fracture box, providing all the requisites required
in a hospital. An orderly is always in attendance. The
health of the troops has been described as excellent. There
has been no fever, catarrh, or influenza, which has been so’
rife in the past. The accidents have been of a very minor de-
scription. a result which reflects great credit on the executive.
Another circumstance which must afford a sense of security
to troops who enter the arena and renewed confidence in the.
medical officers is the presence of those who were injured’
last year. The Berkshire mounted infantry volunteer who>
sustained such a severe comminuted fracture of his tibia,
at the last Tournament is again a competitor in the lists, and
Corporal-Major Harvey, of the 2nd Life Guards, who behaved
so pluckily when his thigh was broken, is bringing with him.
this year a team of the 2nd Life Guards to show lance
exercise.
The ambulance service under Surgeon-Captain Lawless con-

tinues to render excellent Fervice to the public. Two ambulance’
stations have been erected and supplied with the necessary
materials for the treatment of emergencies and accidents,
which may happen among the spectators. Miss C. Woodward!
and Miss A. Woodward are the nurses in attendance. The..
accommodation seems to be all that is required, and two’
regimental bearers of the 4th V. B. East Surrey Regiment are-
constantly in attendance.


